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WELCOME




Today you are viewing some of the rarer work by three of the most
notable Mid-Century Modern (MCM) designers to grace our
tablescapes. Russel Wright, Eva Zeisel and Ben Seibel. Each
would become an industry legend of the modern era, making
millions for their employers while helping define a new sensibility
for multiple generations.
To claim that these three designers sit atop the apex of MCM
tableware design is hardly an understatement. Like many others,
their work remains timeless and near-universal in appeal; what
differentiates them is the high esteem in which their work is now
held. Only a handful of others might share such exceptional
admiration – Raymond Loewy; Charles Murphy or Belle Kogan;
Paul Cobb; Victor, Paul or Don Schreckengost – but little of their
tableware became iconic in the public mind like those you’ll see
in this exhibit’s “royal flush.”

Enjoy!

BACKGROUND




Prior to the 1930’s table wear was less utilitarian and more
about social status. And as our country staggered from horsedrawn pastoral simplicity into a citified, electrified & automobile’d
future, those fussy, earlier Victorian dinner sets with intricately
shaped, frequently gold-plated vessels and eight-piece place
settings – devolved into simpler five-piece settings with colorful
aerodynamic shapes as a growing middle-class joined the
market.
During the 1930s, as the Great Depression steamrolled the
economy, in-house pottery designers were motivated to maximize
their economic production strategies. Though wallets were
slender, households inevitably grew, as did the desire for
personal comfort and convenience. This engineered the
burgeoning industry of “Interior Decorating” via newly-available
paints, synthetic materials and stylish furnishings that
individualized both business and residence… and dinnerware
was suddenly required to keep pace. American potteries began to
produce brightly colored patterns on ceramic bodies composed of
clay or local talc in California. As the Great Depression eased, a
new outlook on life took hold and American Pottery makers
answered by producing brightly colored patterns and in 1936
FIESTAWARE made its debut!

1930’s Victorian dinnerware
"COLOR! that's the trend
today ... It gives the hostess
the opportunity to create
her own table effects ...
Plates of one color, Cream
Soups of another,
contrasting Cups and
Saucers ... it's FUN to set a
table with Fiesta!"
- HLC Brochure

BACKGROUND CONT.


Fiestaware set the tone in 1936, delivering pops of primary colors
to an otherwise lackluster tabletop. With it, Russel Wright saw his
opening and forever changed the traditional dinnerware “design
ethic” with AMERICAN MODERN in 1939. Eva Zeisel followed suit
in the ensuing decade, often outshining Wright’s designs with her
own work, while Ben Seibel – the new kid on the block in the early
50s – would prove as masterful as “King” Russel and “Queen” Eva
throughout the 60s.

American Modern, Russel Wright

RARE AND DELICIOUS…
Three designers reigned over the Modern tablescape during the 30s,
40s and 50s BEN SEIBEL, RUSSEL WRIGHT and EVA ZEISEL. Our
JACK, KING & QUEEN each made glorious contributions to shape,
glazing, whimsey and “easy entertaining for the modern home-maker”.

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” (1904-1976)
1939 AMERICAN MODERN (1939-1959)

Russel Wright is now called the “Godfather of Modern”
for a career that delivered functional products in
shapes, colors and materials that every person with
eyes wanted to own and use.
Whether with spun aluminum, glass, wood or ceramic,
Wright wrought beauty, functionality and practicality
into his creations. His AMERICAN MODERN, the first-ever
mass-produced “designer” dinnerware, proved an outta-the-park smash that
sparked a zeitgeist in tasteful, modern homemaking.
While Fiestaware’s grade-school palette of mix-and-match colors had captured
the public imagination in 1936, it did not “feel” new, thanks to its endlessly
familiar shapes.
Which is why AMERICAN MODERN’S arrival in 1939 quite literally re-set
America’s (and the world’s) tablescapes. The line’s ripe, friendly vessels – rich
with sensual curves as well as a pleasure to hold & use – were initially offered
in 6 sophisticated glazes of mix-and-matchable, near-jewel hues: SEAFOAM
BLUE, GRANITE GRAY, CHARTREUSE CURRY, CORAL, BEAN BROWN and WHITE,
with that total expanding to 11 before the end of its remarkable 20-year
production run. (“Most Favored” combinations were Coral & Granite and
Seafoam & Chartreuse.)

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.


Sales took off wherever AMERICAN MODERN became available – so much so,
that Steubenville Pottery, for several years, had to run its production line 24
hours a day, 7 days a week in an effort to supply the rambunctious demand!
This “Modern fever” helps explain the numerous shoddy runs of lifeless glazes
– with washed-out Coral, sickly Seafoam and a Chartreuse Curry that spanned
golden yellow to phlegm green being the worst offenders. Such variation in
quality did little to dent their popularity, however.



Similarly, the porous nature of the clay and the instability of the glazes caused
an excessive amount of crazing – the process by which small cracks in the
glaze become visible and allow for the absorption of liquid. Certain colors, like
Chartreuse, Seafoam and White were especially prone to “crazing” before the
dinnerware was even used!1

White, crazed and stained

‘Sickly’ Seafoam

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.


The arrival of WWII saw (reddish) Bean Brown vanish from production because
Uncle Sam needed the uranium used in its recipe for the war effort. Bean was
eventually replaced around 1950 by BLACK CHUTNEY, a darker and more
mottled/oily coffee-brown. SEAFOAM BLUE was also replaced at this time by
CEDAR GREEN (a creamy pine-green with brown speckles) in an effort to
re-invigorate interest in and sales of the line.
L: Bean Brown
R: Black Chutney

L: Seafoam
Blue
R: Cedar
Green

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.


Several new pieces were added to the line [around 1950], including the
covered pitcher, stack set, individual ramekin, divided vegetable, hostess plate
and handle-less mug . . .2 Wright’s dinnerware’s success was the lifeblood of
the company for nearly 20 years, with more than 70 million pieces of
AMERICAN MODERN made, and gross sales of over $150 million. Despite the
success of this line, the company’s financial difficulties forced it to close in
1959.3



The two final, late-to-the-line glaze options (circa ‘55/’56) were GLACIER BLUE
(sky blue with dark blue speckles) & CANTALOUPE (an undeniable orangesherbet that cannot be confused with Coral). Both colors, consequently, tend to
be Hard-to-Find (HTF) and expensive when they do appear. . . For collectors, it’s
important to pair these glazes with others because not all pieces were
produced in the later palette.



AMERICAN MODERN today remains very collectible – thanks to eBay, Etsy and
others – and only a modicum of patience is needed to put together large,
usable, mix-match sets.

RUSSEL WRIGHT – A “MYSTERY” SOLVED


An AMERICAN MODERN After-Dinner Cup & Saucer in the formerly mysterious,
‘where did it come from?’ STEUBENVILLE BLUE glaze (similar in hue to blue
denim) was a major find. Literally nothing was known about it among collectors
until recently – other than being introduced around the same time as Cedar.
But recent scholarship revealed that Steubenville offered it only to Canadian
customers, which now explains its hyper-rarity in the American marketplace.
In the late 90’s (before its origin
was known) when a Steu Blue
Water Pitcher showed up for
auction on that new website eBay,
the small RW collecting world was
losing its mind with anticipation
about the closing price… and with
good reason – the hammer came
down at $8,700! Today, however –
with its pedigree revealed – Steu
Blue has fallen from those
* NOTE: Oneida reproduced certain
stratospheric heights. Though it
RW pieces (~ 2005) of American
will never be cheap or plentiful, it
Modern and Iroquois Casual in a
remains eminently collectible
similar glaze they named “Manitoga
(particularly serving pieces).
Blue” – so collectors be aware.

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.
1948 RESTAURANT WARE by Sterling


In 1948, Sterling brought out the Russel Wright
line, the first new hotel china shape in many
years, . . . designed for easy handling and to
minimize breakage. . . Wright chose colors that
would provide attractive backgrounds for food:
IVY GREEN, STRAW YELLOW, SUEDE GRAY &
CEDAR BROWN. Sterling also glazed pieces of
this line in SHELL PINK and WHITE.
 NOTE: Some pieces of Shell Pink are
stamped with the Shell Pink mark but not the
Russel Wright mark; others will have the
Russel Wright mark but not the Shell Pink
backstamp. . . Decal and air-brushed
decorations on Beige, Shell Pink and White
will also be found.



Wright’s RESTAURANT WARE remains a usable, sturdy, and beautiful iteration
for daily table use. Sterling provides a variety of service pieces and was
produced in enough quantity to be both affordable and abundant.



A second line designed by Wright for Sterling was POLYNESIAN, produced for
the Shun Lee Dynasty (restaurants) in New York. Very little turns up.4

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.
1951 HIGHLIGHT & SNOWGLASS by Paden City Potteries

(produced 1951-53, but designed in 1948/49 alongside Sterling Restaurantware)


HIGHLIGHT was produced by Paden City Pottery in the early 1950s. While
negotiations and contracts started in the late 1940s, it appears that the
dinnerware did not make it to stores until a couple of years later. Wright
and his distributor, Justin Tharaud, seemed to have had equally large egos
and appear to have gotten in each other’s way, much to the detriment of
the production and distribution of the product. This, paired with the
financial problems at Paden City and Paden City Glass Co. resulted in a line
that was virtually doomed from the start.5



Originally produced in matte finishes of PEPPER (black), BLUEBERRY
(silver-blue), CITRON (apple-green) and NUTMEG (cocoa); glossy versions of
each were added to spur sales.

Original Glaze Colors: Pepper,
Citron, Nutmeg & Blueberry

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.
1951 HIGHLIGHT & SNOWGLASS by Paden City Potteries cont.

(produced 1951-53, but designed in 1948/49 alongside Sterling Restaurantware)


Unfortunately, HIGHLIGHT dishes are…somewhat impractical for regular
use. These dishes chip easily…Similarly, the beautiful SNOWGLASS
accessories, made by Paden City Glass, are especially prone to small
hairline cracks. Collecting this pattern is further complicated by the fact
that these dishes were produced in both a matte and a high-gloss finish . . .
which do not mix well.” 6



Late in the run, CHIVE (dark green) and SNOWGLAZE (gray-white) were
added to broaden its appeal – and, in the case of the latter, to replace the
problematic SNOWGLASS. Very little of these two later colors seems to
have been produced and are thus the most collectible of the palette.

Chive Creamer
Snowglass

Snowglaze Creamer
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1951 HIGHLIGHT & SNOWGLASS by Paden City Potteries cont.

(produced 1951-53, but designed in 1948/49 alongside Sterling Restaurantware)


The entire line, HIGHLIGHT paired with the delicate SNOWGLASS accents,
bestowed a breath-taking freshness that won Wright a MOMA Award for this
first mixed-use of glass and pottery for the table. The pieces seem to float
ethereally on a tabletop, delighting the senses.

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.
1951 HIGHLIGHT & SNOWGLASS by Paden City Potteries cont.

(produced 1951-53, but designed in 1948/49 alongside Sterling Restaurantware)


Wright’s PINCH FLATWARE, produced as an adjunct to HIGHLIGHT, is the
perfect complement for the table: fiercely graceful, lighter than air to hold
and handle, and with a knife so cunningly clever in design (with the simple
bend of an edge) as to stun the onlooker with its practicality! Unfortunately,
the flatware was not a hit and sold poorly.

RUSSEL WRIGHT – MCM “KING” CONT.
1955 SOLAR by Edwin M. Knowles China Company


Knowles’ Esquire line was produced from 1955 to 1962. Seven patterns
were produced, most on a distinct color. Except for ANTIQUE WHITE (a solid
soft-white) and SOLAR, each remaining Knowles pattern reflects Wright’s
interest in plants and nature, using delicate gold-leaf. This makes SOLAR’s
geometric decal designs stand out even further as the only truly ‘MidCentury Modern’ decoration (that is, reflective of 1950’s “atomic-influence”
designs) in Wright’s entire oeuvre.



Alas, despite the simple elegance of this line, it was not the most practical
line of dinnerware. It scratched very badly, and the gold highlights washed
off. It also cracked very easily. These problems, complicated by distribution
nightmares, resulted in [another Wright dinnerware] line that simply could
not succeed. . . .7

Solar
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1955 SOLAR by Edwin M. Knowles China Company cont.


However, none of these shortcomings stopped SOLAR from being a
stunning accomplishment in both silhouette and décor.



Produced (below, in order) as QUEEN ANNE’S LACE (gold lacy floral on
White), plain ANTIQUE WHITE, SNOWFLOWER (gold & white on pastel Pink),
BOTANICA (white on rich Tan), GRASS (gold & gray on pale Blue), SOLAR (on
White with various geometric decals in gold-leaf and pastel) and SEEDS
(gold & gray on soft Yellow).

EVA ZEISEL – MCM “QUEEN”

1906 - 2011
Born in Budapest in 1906, Eva Zeisel emigrated to
the U.S. in 1938 after a promising start in the
burgeoning design industry. From her early career at
Schramburger to her last line of dinnerware (at age
101), Zeisel rarely disappointed one’s senses.
Whether Deco, Streamline or Modern, her gracefilled designs – either timeless or “up to the minute”
– were dependably memorable, often incorporating
playful humor and visionary ergonomics.
Her forms are often abstractions of the natural world and human
relationships. Work from throughout her prodigious career is included in
important museum collections across the world. Zeisel declared herself a
"maker of useful things.”
Over the course of an 80-year career, Zeisel delivered an elegant and
idiosyncratic “cutting edge” to everything she touched,
This collection features four of her most scarce dinnerware lines.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1946 MUSEUM WHITE by Castleton China (1946-49)


The Museum of Modern Art introduced the “MUSEUM” line at an exhibit
that opened in April 1946 and became one of the most-celebrated lines of
the mid-century.8



Little more can be said about it. An “Instant Classic” in terms of grace and
form. In eggshell WHITE only. Alas, while flawless in design, the execution
of the CASTLETON line left much to be desired. Like Wright’s Knowles
patterns, MUSEUM, in spite of wide popularity, proved unable to withstand
use; its glazing was easily scratched by over-zealous utensils which
resulted in millions of disappointed housewives.

Museum White

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1947 TOWN & COUNTRY by Red Wing Potteries, Inc. (1947-57)


TOWN & COUNTRY pieces are among the most
distinctive designs in mid- 20th century
American dinnerware. . . In the mid-1940s, Red
Wing president H. H. Varney noticed a new
trend: bolder, more modern patterns were
gaining popularity, thanks to designs by artists
such as Russel Wright. Varney also wanted to
produce a line that was “Greenwich Village-y,”
referring to the New York neighborhood that was
very much in vogue. . . According to Zeisel,
TOWN & COUNTRY was meant to be humorous,
even eccentric. She intentionally abandoned
conventional circular symmetry. From beanpots
and casseroles to plates and mugs, each piece
boasted a distinctive design that featured offcenter depressions and other unexpected
shapes. One newspaper reviewer suggested
that a dinner plate with one side curved up
higher than the other allowed “one to roll their
peas onto their fork.” Although a bit tongue-incheek, the description was utterly apt.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1947 TOWN & COUNTRY by Red Wing Potteries, Inc. (1947-57) cont.


Perhaps the most daring and recognizable TOWN & COUNTRY pieces were the
Salt & Pepper shakers. Unlike conventional designs, these vessels seemed to
lean into each other, almost human in their interaction. . . . Today, these
shakers are often mistakenly called Schmoo, rather than TOWN & COUNTRY.
Although incorrect, the nickname has authentic origins; in fact, Al Capp [‘Lil
Abner cartoonist] eventually acknowledged that Zeisel’s designs served as
inspiration for his cartoon characters [the Schmoos], and not vice-versa.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1947 TOWN & COUNTRY by Red Wing Potteries, Inc. (1947-57) cont.


Red Wing’s first promotional brochure included DUSK BLUE, METALLIC BROWN,
CHARTREUSE, RUST, SAND, PEACH and CHALK WHITE. . . . Eventually, FOREST
GREEN and GRAY were added to the palette. By 1955, only DUSK BLUE,
FOREST GREEN, METALLIC BROWN, CHARTREUSE and GRAY were in production.
Serious collectors know that some pieces and shapes were never combined.
For example, two and three-pint pitchers weren’t made in CHALK WHITE (even
though the scaled-down creamer was). CHALK WHITE, in fact, is the least
common TOWN & COUNTRY color. 9



The rarity of [1947’s] TOWN & COUNTRY has led many collectors to believe that
the line was produced for a very short time; rumors suggest possibly as short as
one year. However, the line was produced until 1957.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1947 TOWN & COUNTRY by Red Wing Potteries, Inc. (1947-57) cont.


Most shapes in the TOWN & COUNTRY dinnerware line were available for the
duration of the production period. However, [some items were discontinued
early:] the Salad Spoons, Ladle and Soup Tureen were in production for only
three years, and the Coaster was produced for six years. The wooden Lazy
Susan was in production for 10 years, although it is still a very rare piece.



[No documentation has been found to explain] why some TOWN & COUNTRY
pieces are harder to find than others; nor has any been found that explains why
TOWN & COUNTRY pieces can be found in the four Quartette colors – MING
GREEN, MULBERRY, COPPERGLOW and (Quartette) CHARTREUSE [paler, more
yellow than T&C’s version] – typically found on [Red Wing’s ultra popular]
Concord shape. 10

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1954 WESTERN STONEWARE by Monmouth Pottery Company


In 1953, Eva Zeisel received a call from Addis E. Hull,
the president of Western Stoneware in Monmouth, IL .
WESTERN STONEWARE had been producing very
heavy crocks and stoneware pieces, which were often
used as premiums at grocery stores, gas stations, etc.
Eva, however, had a finer, lighter stoneware in mind,
and began prepping the line by going to the clay mine
to select the exact grade of clay to be used. . . the clay
Zeisel selected was then mined from the hillside and
shipped by rail to Monmouth, where it was mixed and
extruded so that she had the quality she wanted.



The line was presented to the trade in 1953 and
released in 1954. Reviewers praised it as ‘a highly
vitrified stoneware with a thinness and ring which had
not previously been produced in this country’. Beside
the basic dinnerware pieces, Zeisel had designed one
line of classically simple serving pieces, and a second
line of 16 bird-shape serving pieces which doubled as
decoration. A 16-piece starter set sold for $20.95 in
the colorful PALS pattern, and from $9.95 to $19.95
in other patterns.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1954 WESTERN STONEWARE by Monmouth Pottery Company cont.


During this period, the [Monmouth] factory had been losing more and more
of its general output, so that eventually all that was left was Eva’s small line.
The factory did close, after futile attempts to save it, and was then sold. The
orders from the large department stores were never completed, and the
remaining pieces that had been produced were sold at the factory outlet
store [the same fate that met Ben Seibel’s ROSEVILLE RAYMOR].



The three non-ornamented color-glazes are BLUEBERRY, CLOUD GRAY and
RUST. Some of the Monmouth patterns and pattern elements recall the
peasant designs in some of Eva’s earliest work, while other patterns are
completely modern in tone.” 11



Patterns included blue CHINTZ, blue COMMAS, rose COMMAS, LACEY WINGS,
BLUE SCROLLS, blue X’s, PALS and more. No reference material has been
found linking all pattern names with their respective designs, but the
descriptive names seem to be a match for a number of known decorations.12

L to R: 1) Lacy Wings, Pals, Pals, Prancing Horses, Chintz, Pals; 2) Stratford; 3) Lyric

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1954 WESTERN STONEWARE by Monmouth Pottery Company cont.


The Monmouth design was daringly modern
because it pushed traditional stoneware into
the realm of fine china yet remained
unabashedly sentimental in its use of folk
decorations like those from her native
Hungary.13



Eva owned the molds for the Monmouth line
and licensed them, first to Hollydale in 1957,
a small, relatively-unknown Los Angeles
pottery that closed in the late 1950s. It
reproduced some of the line in colors (Gravy,
in Terra Cotta, right) – re-named “EVA ZEISEL
HI-FI STONEWARE” (as in “high-fired” or
“ovenproof”), but the attempt fizzled. Zeisel
then licensed the line to Schmid/NKT Japan
in 1965, which tweaked some of the original
molds (the teapot, most notably) and
patterns. This last incarnation appears to
have sold relatively well and is the most
easily found of the three versions; Hollydale
remains the most elusive.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1956 CENTURY by Hall China Company


The Hallcraft CENTURY shape is supple, delicately exquisite, yet filled with a
whimsical joy that catches at the heart and at the throat. Being bold does,
however, bring along some problems. The extenuations of CENTURY were
extreme enough to cause problems in the kiln, and the borderline between
“possible” and the “impossible” were blurred. CENTURY reached the peak, the
pinnacle, . . . The furthest point possible for a dinnerware design. . . .With
CENTURY, Zeisel’s boldness led her . . . to stretch plates into a fabulous tear
shape culminating with a “petal tip,” a gracefully curved handle.

EVA ZEISEL– MCM “QUEEN” CONT.
1956 CENTURY by Hall China Company cont.




Produced in WHITE and these patterns: FERN – a carefully placed
series of leaves in mulberry, olive and a gentle blue; GARDEN OF EDEN
– stylistic jungle foliage and exotic tropical fowl in various shades of the
palest gray; and SUNGLOW – yolk-yellow leaf-like accents sparkling
against a gray tree design. 14
Zeisel’s other line for Hall at this time, however – a dozen patterns on
the TOMORROW’S CLASSIC Shape – proved the unqualified winner in
sales. Evidently, the egg-shaped bodies and petal-tip handles rubbed
some homemakers the wrong way; CENTURY’s less-than-memorable
patterns may also have contributed. Among them, FERN is most
plentiful and GARDEN OF EDEN the rarest.

L to R: 1) Fern

2) Garden of Eden

3) Sunglow

BEN SEIBEL– MCM “JACK”

1918 - 1985
Ben Seibel was born in 1918 in Newark, New
Jersey. He and his two sisters were raised by a
mother who supported the family sewing clothing for
dolls, then fashioning and sewing dresses for
women. Her success enabled the family to move to
Manhattan where she opened a shop in Greenwich
Village, selling her own jewelry designs. Ben was an
accomplished musician, playing piano as well as
saxophone, clarinet, oboe, and flute. He began
studying architecture at Columbia, interrupted by
army service. After his discharge in 1945, he
continued his education at Pratt Institute, changing
his concentration to industrial design. Without
completing his academic career, he set up his own
studio where he worked with a small staff until his
death in 1985 at age 67. His output, prolific and
varied, included dinnerware, glassware, stainless
steel flatware, metal and wood tabletop accessories,
furniture and lamps.

A brief bio from The
Daze, March 1997,
written and
copyrighted by
Michael Kaplan.

BEN SEIBEL– MCM “JACK” CONT.


Protégé of Russel Wright, Ben Seibel absorbed many of Wright’s design
tendencies, and one of his first efforts in dinnerware borrowed the utilitarian
“pinch” indentations in bowls and plates from his mentor’s Iroquois CASUAL
line. RAYMOR MODERN STONEWARE proved to be his most memorably avantgarde. Other lines followed over the years, finding wide favor as his style
morphed from Modern to Space Age, and is thus more readily available to
vintage enthusiasts.

1952 ROSEVILLE RAYMOR


Designed for the Roseville Pottery Company and distributed by RichardsMorgenthau under the name RAYMOR MODERN STONEWARE. The large multipurpose line was oven-proofed for cooking and was said to be 'strongly chip
resistant’, coming in five colors. This is the line that Roseville hoped would
save it from bankruptcy; it didn’t…

BEN SEIBEL– MCM “JACK” CONT.
1952 ROSEVILLE RAYMOR cont.



RAYMOR will be found in CONTEMPORARY WHITE as well as four colors that
were made in two variations each: plain (which tends to be matte finish) or
mottled (which tends to be a gloss finish). The colors are AUTUMN BROWN,
AVOCADO GREEN, TERRA COTTA and BEACH GRAY. Some collectors refer to the
plain version of AUTUMN BROWN as CHOCOLATE, and the plain version of
AVOCADO GREEN as BLACK, because both are darker than the mottled
versions. To further complicate things, the AVOCADO GREEN comes in a light
mottling and a darker version; the latter is more common and is referred to as
FROGSKIN by collectors. Later colors are CHARTREUSE and ROBIN’S EGG
BLUE.” 15

BEN SEIBEL– MCM “JACK” CONT.
1952 ROSEVILLE RAYMOR cont.


Almost no CHARTREUSE has been found out in the collecting world (other than
an archival photo in Michael Pratt’s MCM Modern Dinnerware, Vol. II of a Corn
Server and an eBay auction in 2017 of a Dinner & Bread & Butter plates);
most collectors believe it was an experimental color.



ROBIN’S EGG BLUE (REB), however, was given at least 3 different production
runs before the pottery closed. Many of the REB pieces in this collection
belonged to Gene Kroll, the glaze-chemist for Roseville Pottery. According to a
statement in Tableware Designs of Ben Seibel, p.41, it claims two variations of
REB existed [though neither are truly “Robin’s Egg” blue]: one a more mottled
and saturated blue that could, with a stretch, be tagged “Robin’s Egg Bluelike” (seen on most of the pieces in the group), while the other was seen as a
less desirable, uniform “Steely Blue”, which can be seen on the Bun Warmer
and Saddle Coffee Pot.
 NOTE RE: Saddle Coffee Pot, the ceramic stand was found to be very
fragile, so Seibel designed a substitute stand in metal, which are quite
scarce, because the line was being questioned regarding its viability16 in
the face of the company’s bankruptcy. Both styles can be seen in the
exhibit.

IN SUMMARY…
By focusing on these three prolific and celebrated
designers, the “royal flush” in design, our goal was to
showcase lines that revolutionized the market at the time and
continue to influence designers today. These timeless designs
are practical and stylish, as well as being among the best
examples to exemplify their careers.


KING: Russell
Wright –American
Modern in
Seafoam

QUEEN: Eva Zeisel - Lyric

JACK: Ben Seibel - Raymor
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